Proficy Plant
Applications
Delivering clear insight into your operations, Proficy Plant Applications
helps you run your plant better to run your business better.

Key Technical Benefits
Open and Layered
architecture
Modular applications
built on the same
data model
Solutions scale to fit
small and large needs
Event detection and
business modeling
Broad operations
support
SPC alarming and
analytics

Proficy Plant Applications
features a unique approach to
digitizing production operations by creating a unified,
easy-to-configure “virtual
plant” that provides unprecedented levels of analysis,
reporting and insight throughout your operations.

Core Modules

By digitizing your production
processes, Plant Applications
allows you to gain a clear
and very detailed perspective
of how your products are
being produced. It leverages
the data being collected by
any process historian and
provides in-depth analysis
and reporting of that
information—not just by time,
but by the specific events
taking place throughout
your operation.

6 Efficiency – Tracking and

It also provides integrated
web-based reports, key performance indicators (KPIs) and
notification services available
with all Plant Applications
modules—a complete solution
for making real-time decisions
throughout your plant.
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Plant Applications offers a core
set of scalable modules focused
on the most critical aspects
of your production—designed
for a rapid return on existing
technology investments:

monitoring of performance
6 Quality – Product and process
quality analysis and control
6 Production – Production

schedule execution and
product genealogy tracking
and reporting
6 Batch Analysis – Batch
trending, analysis and reporting
Efficiency enables you to monitor and control performance
with a comprehensive view of
factors such as OEE, equipment downtime, waste and
production quantity. You can
also associate each downtime
event with a specific cause
on a real-time basis, calculate

Plant Applications puts the information you need at your fingertips, allowing you
to make informed decisions in the plant and in the office.

A key component of
the Production m
 odule,
product genealogy allows
you to trace a product
throughout every step of
the m
 anufacturing process
and identify e
 xactly what
materials and quality characteristics it c ontains. This
allows you to control the
flow of product between
equipment and manage inprocess inventories in real
time—enabling you to close
the gap between orders
and production.

Plant Applications delivers powerful analytical and reporting capabilities, tracking genealogy, quality and operating
performance across a site or across a business.

important KPIs and create adhoc performance reports that
can be shared throughout the
organization via the web.
Quality allows you to capture
the specifications of your ideal
product run and re-create it
consistently throughout your
entire production—reducing
product waste, scrap and overruns and virtually eliminating
quality-related product returns.
Quality allows you to capture
and summarize manufacturing
and quality data in the context
of production events such as
batch, lot, item, serial number,
time period and more. You can
then apply product specifications and recipes to that data
and alarm against any out-ofspec conditions the moment
they occur. If a batch or run
is flawed, the module allows
you to isolate exactly which
products have been impacted
to greatly reduce waste.

Production provides insight
into how products actually
flow through your operations.
It is the ideal tool for creating
genealogy reports as well as
making scheduling changes to
reduce excess inventory.
Production seamlessly ties
together plant operations
by exchanging key production and status information
with customers and internal
business systems, including
ERP, as well as between plant
processes. It provides a “scoreboard” for your operators,
which identifies the components of the product being
produced and indicates when
a particular order is scheduled
for completion. Information
such as inventory, production,
schedule and genealogy can
then be shared across the web
for a real-time look into your
production process.

Batch Analysis presents a
comprehensive picture of
your batch operations in the
context of your overall manufacturing facility—allowing you
to increase the overall quality
and consistency of products
and better understand and
control variation.
With our unique layered
applications approach and
interface to several commercially available batch execution systems, Batch Analysis
is a great fit for both new
and existing systems. When
combined with the rest of the
Plant Applications solution, additional capabilities, including
genealogy tracking, quality
and production, can be combined to provide a powerful
and comprehensive solution
that delivers results. l

“

Proficy Plant A
 pplications
enables us to effectively
identify and monitor all
areas of our manufacturing
for inefficiencies, perform
root cause analyses, compile
historical data summaries,
schedule reports, and
control OEE.

”

Jose Marrero Diaz
Latin American & Puerto Rico Region
IT Director/Team Leader, Pfizer
(Control Engineering, “Building
Manufacturing Efficiency”
February 2008 issue)
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